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The Decorative Painting Program for interior of Memorial Chapel, completed in May 2004, 
was the last phase of the renewal of the Memorial Chapel and ’92 Theater complex, begun in 
2000.  

The Decorative Painting is part of an overall design approach that preserves the historic 
record while advancing the expression of the culture of the University.  The decorative 
painting design concept originates in an assessment of the history of building decoration and 
its role in the culture of the building’s origins. It presents a new episode of decorative design 
and pattern-making which builds upon this tradition to reflect with more accuracy the diversity 
of the modern University.

The Evolution of the Chapel Decoration 

The interior decoration of the Chapel evolved with the successive renovations of the building.  
In the original building, a gothic revival structure dating from 1871, the Chapel was housed on 
an upper floor above the present main level, which provided a set of smaller meeting rooms.  
In early photographs this space appears to be a painted interior with expressed and 
decorated wood ceiling framing and stenciled plaster decorated with panels and borders.  
While the intensity of craftsmanship of this interior was coherent with the workmanship of the 
architecture, this interior decorative program produced a delicate scale in which the culture 
and workmanship of the woodworker and painter contrasted with the strength of overall form 
and material tradition of the mason. 

In subsequent alterations of the building the role decoration played and its effect on the 
experience of the building changed. 

Scale and Architectural Authenticity 

In the first major renovation of the building, dating from 1917, the upper floor was removed to 
produce a single large space on the Main Level, and the present three-sided balcony was 
added.  In this much higher and larger space, the interior was restructured in an apparent 
endeavor to make the architecture more authentically gothic by introducing decorative plaster 
quoins at all wall openings so that the scale and appearance of these elements reflected the 
stone-work of the exterior.  While this treatment succeeded in relating the upper and lower 
windows as part of a common story, it was not executed in a convincing way since door and 
window placements as they appeared on the interior did not provide enough room at 
intersections with other walls and the ceiling to complete these patterns. 

Representation of Tradition

In concert with the 1917 renovation, the program of stained glass windows, which are in 
place today, was begun.  The stained glass windows were designed and placed to convey a 
narrative sequence, which provides an overview of the Bible. This sequence begins at the 
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northwest corner of the Balcony with Creation, and then portrays through realistic 
representations and scriptural citations a narrative overview of the Old and then New 
Testaments.  The sequence moves around the space through each horizontal tier of windows.  
When each circular movement is complete, the narrative proceeds to the next tier, finishing at 
the southwest corner at the lowest level of the Main Level. This overall pattern is only 
interrupted by the War Memorial windows at the east side of the Chapel at the Main Floor.

This narrative sequence was developed by the stained glass maker and the University.  The 
stained glass maker provided the basic structure with a series of options for subject matter 
within the sequence, from which the University and its donors made selections. This decision 
to establish an overall sequence and aesthetic permitted the sequence of construction to be 
flexible, so that donors could participate in a choice of narrative matter and as well as window 
position they wished to endow.   The result was a decorative program that is consistent in its 
execution and limited to Biblical narrative traditions. 

Statement of Modernity 

The last phase of decorative work, which survived at the time of this renovation, was put in 
place about fifty years ago.  This program consisted of a decorative sequence of stenciled 
symbols painted in repeats on the plaster returns around each of the stained glass windows.  

This work presented, in its contrast of modern symbol with Biblical narrative, a statement of 
modernity. Its use of small-scale widely spaced abstract emblems was, however, problematic. 
While this presentation invited a reading of the symbols, the iconographic intent was obscure.  
Some emblems connoted Christian themes, such as the butterfly–resurrection–and the 
anchor–salvation.  Other emblems related cultural tradition, such as the pineapple, a colonial 
symbol of hospitality and community.  In addition, its pattern of widely spaced symbols did not 
produce a scale of pattern that was coherent with the organic forms of the gothic windows.

The Memorial Chapel Renovation Decorative Painting Program

A primary objective of the current renovation is to improve Memorial Chapel’s usefulness to 
the Wesleyan University community as a primary center for teaching, public speaking, 
worship and music. 

The design reshaped the Chapel to restore the feeling of a meetinghouse by revitalizing the 
balcony and improving the sense of intimacy and accessibility by bringing the speaker, 
worship leader or performer into a closer relationship with the audience.   The interior design 
was also refined to increase its coherence, to reflect its origins and to integrate the disparate 
episodes of building and decoration into a unified design that facilitated the modern life of the 
building.  

An interior color scheme was implemented that evoked the building’s nineteenth century 
origins, incorporated the color of the oak ceiling–built in 1938 as part of repair of hurricane 
damage, and reduced the contrast and conflicts between the plaster quoining and the wall 
surfaces.  The presentation of the organ was designed to reshape and shorten the apse and 
was scaled to the space.  The new balcony seating, organ platform, performance platform, 
and accessible entrances were designed as a reinterpretation of the historic woodwork.  And 
a decorative painting program was developed that reflected the origins of the building and its 
modern role as a center for a diversity of University life. 

Design Traditions
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The decorative painting program was developed to replace the existing decoration with a 
design that built upon the decorative tradition of the Chapel to represent the evolving identity 
of the institution.

The nineteenth-century interest in the revival of historic styles as an expression of value is 
reflected in the choice of the gothic revival style for Memorial Chapel, as a place of worship 
and as a memorial to Wesleyan’s dead.  The gothic style evoked traditions of Christian 
architecture.  It also expressed a clear integration of function, material and form that unified 
craftsmanship and building production and had a moral dimension.  Nineteenth century 
reformers, such as Ruskin, considered the relation between artistic form, material and 
function and the emergence of beauty to be moral issues, while others, saw the development 
and implementation of craftsmanship in building as a matter of social reform in the context of 
the industrial revolution.  

In this environment, theories of decorative art were developed to reduce confusion as to 
choice of style and to provide a means of improving the level of artistic production in the 
society, as a social and economic good.  Accordingly, nineteenth-century work on the 
decorative arts produced a wide range of compendiums of decorative patterns to serve as 
guides for the production of decorative art.  These guides promoted the study of patterns to 
develop artistic skills and to enable original solutions.  These guides also assembled and 
documented decorative art from many cultures to exemplify common artistic principles as well 
as to provide sources for a variety of styles and applications.

Owen Jones’ Grammar of Ornament (1856), for example, provided rules for the use of natural 
forms, geometric proportions and color relationships in the production of beauty in the 
decorative arts.  The Grammar provided a catalog of ornamental types organized by their 
cultures of origin and a manifesto of rules for design.  Courses such as Charles Bargue’s 
Drawing Course (1868) were devised to improve the quality of design of utilitarian objects by 
more effective teaching of drawing:  again, the success of these courses were seen as 
connected to the quality of the models as well as the method used in drawing.  Finally, 
handbooks such as Meyer’s Handbook of Ornament (1888) were published as a grammar of 
art, industrial and architectural design, which first established a set of elements of decoration 
and then illustrated their application in features of objects as well as specific objects.  

Design Approach

The design concept for the new decoration of the Chapel in 2004 is to build on this 
nineteenth-century foundation to produce a new set of patterns to respond to themes central 
to the Chapel’s history, design and present use. 

Scale and Architectural Authenticity

Provide a scale of decorative treatment that is consistent with the scale of the 
building architecture and the stained glass windows, and reflects the gothic revival.

Representation of Tradition

Develop a set of patterns, which in its common use growth forms reflects the growth 
forms embedded in the building style, and in its variety of organic representation 
reflects a variety of faith traditions.
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Statement of Modernity

Reflect through the use of abstraction and the variety of cultural origins the modern 
reality. 

Beauty

Employ richness, the elaboration of natural form, and a balance of intricacy and 
simplicity to produce beauty that invites contemplation. 

  

The Design

The design process began with research of ornamental traditions to identify a set of 
antecedents or models to serve as starting points for the decorative painting program. 
Antecedents were chosen based upon presence of a common organic growth form, potential 
as architectural decoration, and capacity to produce a pattern that through richness of detail 
and larger scale repetitive structure might mitigate between the intricacy of the stained glass 
windows and the interior architecture, and in simplicity overlaid with complexity, support 
contemplation.

The antecedents were in all cases two-dimensional representations of ornament crafted 
originally in stone, wood, textile or other media and so were abstracted from their original 
context.  Models were drawn from historic pattern books–typically engravings or line 
drawings– or photographs of building ornament and textiles.  These models were then used 
as the basis for sketches, some developed by hand from observation, and others through a 
process of overwriting through computer drawing.  These sketches were prepared to explore 
the way in which further abstraction of the antecedent as two dimensional color blocks might 
produce a new pattern. 

Following the assembly of possibilities, the design team developed a selection of potential 
patterns, which was then refined through a review of mockups and sources with the 
University.  As the selection was narrowed, the design team then developed two-dimensional 
patterns exclusively through the use of computer drawings so that the precise form of the 
patterns, the color separations, and to a degree, the choice of color could be explored at full 
scale.

The placement of the patterns within the space was then studied.  To increase the apparent 
variety of patterns in the space, the team decided to create a set of patterns for five upper 
and five lower windows, which are repeated directly opposite one another, and unique 
patterns for the east window, the Chancel Arch, and the apse windows.  While some attention 
was paid to placement relative to the content of the stained glass windows, it was neither 
possible nor desirable to relate these consistently given the narrative sequence of the 
windows.  Rather the placement of patterns was made based upon their visual relationships 
to one another. 

To complete the refinement of the design, the architects produced full-scale renditions of 
each pattern to produce strategies for adjustment of the patterns to turn around the arches, 
and to accommodate changes in wall widths within the openings. Final adjustments of size, 
repeat, and scale were made through the review of these full-scale mockups in the Chapel.  
In addition, colors were explored and adjusted to produce a balance between an appearance 
from a distance, in which only a general surface pattern was to be discernable, and the close 
view, where all the intricacy of the pattern would be vividly accessible. 
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The attached guide to the Decorative Painting shows the antecedent image (and its source) 
and the executed design for each pattern achieved at this stage of the process.  The location 
of each pattern, as executed in the Chapel, is indicated in the key plan on each sheet.  

Implementation

The final refinement of the patterns was produced through the painting process.   The 
architects produced a set of full scale colored drawings of the ornamental patterns for the 
decorative painter’s use.  From a study of these patterns, the painter produced a design for a 
set of stencils for each pattern, based upon the pattern’s repeats, color separations and line 
work, if any. The painter then used the architect’s full-scale drawings as patterns to transfer 
each layer of the design onto paper, which he then cut by hand to produce stencils.

These stencils were then used to prepare painted mockups for review in the Chapel so that 
the final adjustments of color and any refinements necessitated by the stencil process could 
be made.  After the final color selection, the painting process began.

The patterns were applied in a process that combined airbrush paint application through the 
stencils and handwork to complete and join patterns as necessitated by the stencil process.  
The painter made final adjustments required by the unique variations of wall thickness and 
arch configuration by hand, based upon his artistic judgment.
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